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Major goals of the unit:
 Learners participate in communicative contexts such as responding to questions,

instructions, directions and pictures.
 Learners read in pairs and individually and mime/ act/ role-play characters, acting

events or stories.
 Learners read, comprehend and enjoy the stories and sequence the major events

of stories.
Performance expectations from the students.
 Learners participate in games and activities by comprehending the directions

given by the teacher.
 Learners comprehend and enjoy simple descriptions and poems
 Learners make kites and colour it.
 Learners describe objects and events.
 Learners connect two words using the conjunction ‘and’ in meaningful contexts.
 Learners make simple conversations relevant to the context.

  Activity 1 - Blue Bird.... Blue Bird 15 Minutes

The learners stand in a circle. They form twogroups. One group becomes the BIRDS
and the other group NEST. Members of the NEST group hold their hands together.
The birds stand outside of the circle. When the NEST sings, Blue bird blue bird
come through my door….all the BIRDS enter in to the circle and move freely in and
out. When the NEST keep on singing, blow the whistle and the group close the nest.
Those inside the nest are out and they become the part of the nest. Game continues
with those who are out of the nest. Thistime, The NEST can change the lines like,
‘Black bird …Black bird come through my door’ and continue the trapping. Game
continues with different colours of birds.

 Aim : Listen and respond to instructions.

Language focus : Listen to the directions and act according to them.

TLM : .......................

SESSION  1 [2 Hours]

UNIT  2
FLYING  KITES
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Assessment :
 Can the Learners understand the instruction given by the teacher?
 Observe whether they can move freely and tactfully.

Assessment :

 Can they read the lot and identify the birds?

  Activity 2 - Bird Farm

 Aim : Read and identify words.

Language focus : Comprehend what is written and act accordingly

TLM : .......................................

15 Minutes

Prepare lots / cards with birds name written on it. Make sure that there are five sets of
each card (Crow, Hen, Duck and Cuckoo). Distribute the cards to the learners. Tell
them to stand in the play area .When the whistleblown, they have to act like flying,
making the sounds of the birds written in their lots. Find out their bird friends by the
sound and hold hands together. Let all birds find out their group members like this.

  Activity 3 - Fly . . . Fly

 Aim : Listen and comprehend the directions of the teacher

Language focus : Listen, comprehend and respond accordingly

TLM : .......................................

10 Minutes

Make the learners stand in a circle, introduce two birds and two animals to them.
Eg: - Show the picture of a peacock and introduce the word for it. Like this, introduce
two animals too.
When the teacher tells the name of a bird, learners should do the flying action with their
hands saying, FLY…FLY
If the teacher tells the name ofan animal, they should walk and say WALK…WALK
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Assessment :

 Can they identify the bird or the animal by name?
 Can they respond accordingly and quickly?

  Activity 4 - Find out the friend

 Aim : Identify an object from its features by reading and listening to
the riddles.

Language focus : Listens and comprehends simple riddles.

Draws and colours the picture by listening to the instructions
of the teacher.

TLM : White chart papers, crayons, sketch pens and scissors

10 Minutes

Teacher divides the whole class into 3 or 4 groups. Exhibits a riddle chart.
I am your friend
You like me.
I can fly but I am not a bird.
I have a tail but I am not an animal.
Who am I ?

Provide a piece of paper to each group and ask them to write their guesses. Collect the
papers back.

 Which group identified the friend correctly?
  Do you want to see the hidden friend?

Give ¼th of white chart paper,with dotted shape of a kite, to each group.  Groups may
join the dots and find out the hidden friend.

 Oh...Great. You have finished it first. Congratulations.
 What is it?
 Yes...It is a ‘ kite’

Distribute scissors to each group. They can cut the kite through the dots and hang them
in the classroom. After completing the group work each learner can draw and colour a
kite in their own note books.

Assessment :

 Can the learner guess the answer of the riddle?
 How far they engage in simple activities according to the instructions given by

the teacher?
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  Activity 5 - Let’s Make a Kite

 Aim : Engage in paper craft andcolouring with interest

Language focus : Listen and comprehend the instructions of the teacher and act
accordingly

TLM : Colour paper sheets, splinters, Gum, Paper strips, String,
Scissors

30 Minutes

Demonstrate the process of making a kite. Give the instructions clearly and let them
see how to do it. Ask them to sit on the floor and distribute the materials. Teacher can
start like this …”Look at me…Take a piece of paper. Fold like this….Cut the fold at
the end…Make a square.. Like this teacher demonstrates each and every stage of
Kite making.
       Add appropriate pictures here.
Instructions

 Please sit on the floor.

 Take the sheet of paper.

 Fold like this…corner to corner.

 Cut the remaining part and make a square.

 Take a splinter and bend it.

 Place it on the paper like this...and fix the two ends

very carefully using a tape.

 Take another splinter and place it straight across the first one.

 Cut coloured paper sheets and make tails.

Paste it at the edge of the straight splinter.

 Prepare and fix the wings on the other corners.

 Tie a strong string to the splinter.

 Your Kite is ready to fly.

Assessment :
 How far they are able to follow teacher’s instructions?
 Did they engage in the activity?
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  Activity 6 - Flying the Kites

 Aim : Engages in activities without any compulsion.

Language focus : Language generates in natural and fearless environment.

TLM : Kite

20 Minutes

Take the learners outside the classroom with their kites. Teacher asks,

 Do you want to fly your kites?

 Whose kite will fly high?

Let them fly their kites in the air. While theyfly kites, teacher interacts with them,

 Which kite is flying high?

 Whose kite is that?

 What is its colour?

After the activity, bring them back to the classroom and sing the kite song.

To the teacher: This activity is optional. Don’t attempt this activity if the location of

the school is not suitable for this. Make sure that you get a safe open space without

the presence of trees, electric lines, and busy roads.

Assessment :
 Did they engagein games like flying kites?
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  Activity 7 - Kite Song - Colour Kites

 Aim : Use songs for enjoyment.

Language focus : Listen to simple songs and comprehend.

TLM : Kites

20 Minutes

Teacher interacts with the learners about the kites made by them.
 Now we have beautiful kites.
 Let’s play a game. Please stand in a line.
 All of you take your kites with you.
 When I say ‘red’, all the children with red kites may come one

step forward and say aloud ‘my red kite’ and go back to their
position.

Teacher demonstrates
 Continue the same process with blue, green and yellow kites.
 Complete the game by  repeating the colours 3/4 times
 Are you happy now?
 Shall we sing a song?
 Play the audio of the song ‘ Colour Kites’ (TB Page 38)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oV1W7UFtcKk
 Children listen to the music and try to follow the rhythm.
 Teacher sings the first line of the song ‘ Colour Kites’ with action

(without using the textbook)
 Children follow the lines one by one with action.
 Enjoy the music and sing the song together.
 Elicit the lines and read the lines.

Assessment :

 ...........
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Expected writings in student’s notebooks – Individual work
 Name of animals
 Name of birds
 Name of playthings
 Picture of a kite
 Riddle about playthings

Evidences of learning in the classroom
 Kites

Things that go to the portfolio
 Picture of kites
 Kites

 Aim : Provide Opportunities for learners to comprehend the idea
through picture interaction.

Language focus : Use pictures as clues to understand the theme of the story and
guess unfamiliar words.

TLM : ..................

After flying the kites take the learners to the classroom.
 Did you enjoy flying kites?
 You can see some children are doing the same thing in this picture.
 Teacher invites the learner’s attention to the picture given on Page

No.30.
 Who are there in the picture?
 What are they doing?
 Which kite is flying so high?
 Do all of them have kites?
 How many learners don’t have kites? Is it one or two? (Teacher

shows the gestures)
 Is it a girl or a boy?

SESSION  2 [2 Hours]

  Activity 8 - Picture walk    Minutes
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 Look at the next picture
 Why are the learners running?
 Can you name the learner in the pictures?
 Just read the text and find them.

Let them read and find. Elicit free responses. Teacher writes the names on B.B
 Can you say whose kite is flying high?
 Who is the girl withoutthe kite?

Do Minu like to fly the kite?
Somebody asked, “Minu, Do you want to fly the kite”?
Who asked Minu?
What did Minu say?
“No, it‘s ok. I will sit and watch,”she said.
Learners there are some lots in this box.
Each learner can take a lot from the box on the table
Each lot carries the name of a play thing on one side, and the name Riyaz or
Minuon the other side.
(words: bat, ball, kite, football, toy car, doll etc.)
Teacher should prepare lots in such a way that both Minu and Riyaz should get all the
playthings.
For eg:   bat /Riyaz, bat /Minu,    ball/Riyaz   ball/Minu
Have you got your lots? O.K. Now find your friend and give a shake hand.
How will you find your friend?
Read your playthings aloud and find your friend.
Those with same play thing will be the friends.

Assessment :

 Whether all the learners are able to read out the words?
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  Activity 9 - Finding the Word

 Aim : To find out familiar words from an unknown text

Language focus : Get an understanding about the vocabulary.

TLM : ........

10 Minutes

“Learners, I will say a sentence. Can you find it from your text book”?
Teacher says, “Oneday I will fly my kite”
Can you find the word ‘kite’ from the pages 30 and 31?
How many times,the word ‘kite’repeated?
Try to find it. Underline the word ‘kite’.
Write the sentences with theword ‘kite’ in your notebooks.
You can also use a colour pen or sketch pen to write the word ‘kite’ in the sentence.

Assessment :
 Did they engage in games like flying kites?

  Activity 10 - Reading. . . . Reading

 Aim : Encourage students to read with appropriate pace, volume,
pause, fluency and expression.

Language focus : Comprehend new words from the story.

TLM : ........

30 Minutes

Read the text in the proper way.
After reading teacher can elicit the text by asking simple questions based on page 30.
What are the learner doing?
Which kite is flying high?
Did Minu like to fly the kite?
What did Minu say to herself?
Megaphone and chart the sentences.
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For this, the teacher should fix the sentences from each text.
For eg.
The learners are flying kites.
The red kite is flying so high
Minu liked to fly the kite
‘One day I will fly my kite’, Minu said.

After writing the elicited text,lead the children toECHO READING.

  Activity 11 - Read and Win

 Aim : Read and construct meaning ful sentences.

Language focus : Comprehend the ideas and construct sentences.

TLM : Sentence strips

15 Minutes

Divide the whole class into 4 or 5 groups. Place some strips (words/phrases) on the
table.
Display five charts with the following incomplete sentences at different places in the
class room walls.

The wind became ............................

Learners stopped .............................

The red kite is flying .........................

Minu ....................and walked home.

One day I will also fly .......................

Assessment :
 Could they identify the key words of the passage?
 Could they comprehend the sentences?
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Assessment :
 Reading and comprehension while reading.

In front of each chart, there will be some word strips/phrase strips.

playing strong my kite

high got up

Each group should stand in front of each chart. When the teacher blows the whistle,
all groups go and take their strips and stand in a line. When the teacher blows the
whistle, learners should paste their strips on the chart as in a rally.
The groups which finished pasting the strips will be the winner.

  Activity 12 - Rain . . . Rain

 Aim : Participate in activities and interact meaningfully. Make
predictions.

Language focus : Engage in activities, identify sentences having elicited ideas.

TLM : ........

25 Minutes

Learners stand in a circle.

Teacher asks,”Did you hear the sound of rain?”

“Do you want to hear it now?”

Teacher demonstrates how to make the sound of rain using the fingers and palm.

Beat your left palm with the right fore finger.

Then beat with the right middle finger.

Repeat it with third and fourth fingers.

Ask the learners to do the activity in the same way.
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Lead the learners to the picture in page 31

What happens in the picture?

Why are the learners running?

Is there only rain? Look at the rain drops. What idea do you get?

There is wind too. Can they fly the kites now?

It is raining. What will happen to their kites?

Rain will spoil the kites.

Minu also walked home. Where is that sentence? Show me.

Minu got up and walked home.

Rain will spoil our kites. Who says so?

Elicit the major ideas from the passage and ask the learners to identify those ideas

from the text book.

Look at the picture, it is raining every where.

See, children are running home. What will the birds do?

“It’sraining. Rain on the grass,rain on the roof… “

Teacher then asks 3 or 4 learners to become birds and fly in the rain. Let others make

the sound of rain.

Teacher says,” Allbirds are going back to their home…crows, parrots…

Make the sound of a crying bird, or, play such a sound using mobile phone.

But somebody is crying...Who is that?

Do you want to see”? Let us see.

Assessment :

 ...........
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  Activity 13 - Little Bird

 Aim : Predicting things using previous experiences

Language focus : Making guesses in their own language

TLM : 3D figure of a little bird, Mask of Minu.

30 Minutes

Keep a three dimensional figure on the table covering with leaves and twigs. Teacher
asks some questions to make them guess what is inside.
Can you guess who is crying inside?
It has small wings. It can fly.
Take the model of the birdie out dramatically. ‘You are right. Look, it is a little
bird’
What happened to this?
Elicit responses.
I’ll tell you. Now listen to me.
Wear the mascot of Minu. Narrate the remaining part of the story with actions and
voice modulation.
Minu saw a little bird. It is shivering. Its wings are wet. The little bird tried to
flap its wings.
How cute and soft! It can’t fly.
Carefully she took the bird in her hands.
Minu held it close to her heart. The little bird opened its red beak.
‘What happened dear? Where is your mother? Are you alone?’
‘Kee…Kee….’, cried the bird.
‘Don’t afraid my dear’, Minu whispered.
Teacher completes the narration using the bird’s figure and Minu’smask.

Assessment :

 How many learners could make correct predictions?
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  Activity 14 - Ask the Bird

 Aim : Read, comprehend and engage in communicative context.

Language focus : Frame questions and ask it to get an answer

TLM : Model of a bird.

30 Minutes

Make the learners in 3 or 4 groups.

Place the bird on the table.

Ask questions to the bird.

Let them ask questions. Megaphone them and write on the chart.

Read out all the questions.

Some questions you asked are there in the text. Find and read them.

Identify your questions on the chart. Read them. Write them in the note book.

Assessment :

 Could they read and comprehend the narration?
 Could they find out the questions?
 How far they are interested to pose questions?
 Could they read their ideas (questions)?

Teacher’s reflections :

 Did they listen to my narration?
 Could they understand all?
 Are they able to read the ideas written on the chart?
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  Activity 15 - Missing Word

 Aim : Find out suitable vocabulary items for the context.

Language focus : Usemeaningful vocabulary in a context.

TLM : ........

20 Minutes

Teacher narrates a part of the story. Where she stops, the children should complete the
sentence.

Minu was a little ……………. One day she saw a beautiful ……………….. flying in
the sky. She liked to fly the …………, but she didn’t asked for it. Suddenly there
came a strong ……………… Lets go home, all the learners shouted. They ran home
with their ………….. Minu also walked to her………….. Suddenly she heard a
…………. Kee… kee…. It was a little ……….. She took the bird in her hands and
walked home.

Assessment :

 How far the students are able to complete the sentences?

  Activity 16 - Predicting the dialogue

 Aim : Learners engage in communicative context

Language focus : Listen, understand and make predictions.

TLM : Chart, Marker.

30 Minutes

SESSION  3 [2 Hours]

Expectation

 ......
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Teacher draws the attention of learners to the picture on page No. 33 of text
book.
Who are there in the picture?
Yes...Minu and her mother.
Teacher writes the words ‘Minu’ and‘mother’ on the chart
What is there in Minu’shands?
Yes….. A little bird.
Seeing the little bird in Minu’shand, what will the mother ask her?

Elicit the answer “What is in your hand?”
Teacher chart it.
What may be Minu’s answer?
Elicits the answer”A little bird.”(CHART)

 What will her mother ask then?
Where did you get it from? (CHART)

 What will be Minu’sreply?
I got it from the playground.(CHART)

 Will the mother allow Minu to keep the bird at home? What will she
ask Minu?

Why did you bring it home? (CHART)
 What will be minu’s reply? Will she throw the bird out?
 Will she request for keeping it at home?

Mother, let me keep it here.(CHART)
 Now look at the chart
 Can you read it?
 Learners read the chart individually. Read first if they are not able

to read.
 Learners read the conversation chart along with the teacher.
 Ask them to find out the sentences from the text book.

Assessment :

 ...........
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Bring the learners’ attention to the chart already read.

Ask the following questions and lead them to writing the conversation between Mother
and Minu.

What does Minu request mother?

Will mother allow Minu to keep the bird?

What will the mother say?

Ask the children to prepare the dialogue in pair groups.

Add three pairs together to form big groups. Let the pairs share the dialogues in groups.

Ask the learners to present the conversation. Let them role play the dialogue.

Present a teacher version too.

Assessment :

 How far they able to prepare a conversation?

 Could they prepare suitable expressions that the context demands?

  Activity 17 - Prepare The Dialogue 30 Minutes

 Aim : Engage in conversations in natural situation. Prepare
conversation.

Language focus : Visualise a situation and write a conversation suitable to that
situation.

TLM : .....................

  Activity 18 - You and Me 40 Minutes

 Aim : Make an understanding about pets and their food

Language focus : Link their previous knowledge in the new context

TLM : .....................
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 Lead the learners to the play area.
 Draw circles equal to the ¼th of  the number of students.
 When teacher says “Walk”, everyone walks freely.
 When teacher says “In pairs” they stand in the circles in pairs. Only two can be in

a circle.
 Who are in the circle?
 Say aloud their names by using” AND” (e.g.These are Kaveri and Lakshmi./

Kaveri and Lekshmi are in the circle.)
 Give a model with the first group. Let other learners say the names of other pairs.
 Continue the game for 4 or 5 rounds.

Area Excellent  Good Satisfactory Need 
Improvement 

Communication/ 
meaning 

Easy tofollow 
and 
understand 
 

Generally easy 
tofollow and 
understandable. 

somewhat 
easy tofollow 
andunderstan
d but 
haserrors that 
interferewith 
understanding. 

somewhat 
difficult 
to follow and 
understand 
because of 
errors  
 

Beginning & ending show an 
exceptional 
awareness of 
beginnings and 
endings. 

Some 
awareness of 
proper 
beginnings and 
endings. 

A little 
awareness of 
beginnings but 
no conclusion. 

No proper 
beginning and 
ending 

Sentence 
Variety and 
Formation 

show 
exceptional 
use of sentence 
variety and 
complexity of 
structure. 

Maintains 
appropriate 
variety in length 
and structure. 

generally 
complete 
with moderate 
variety in 
length 
and structure. 

sentence 
formation 
errors and lack 
of variety. 

Correct CUPS 
(capitalization, 
Word usage, 
punctuation, and 
spelling.) 

exceptional 
CUPS 

consistently 
correct 
CUPS 

Almost correct 
CUPS 

some errors in 
CUPS 

Discourse markers 
(agreements/disagreeme
nts, tags, interjections, 
seeking opinions….) 

Uses proper 
discourse 
markers. 

Shows some 
awareness of 
them 

Uses 
occasionally 

No discourse 
markers. 

 

Rubrics for Conversation
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  Activity 19 - Pets and Foods 40 Minutes

 Aim : Associate pets and their food

Language focus : Understand words denoting food.

TLM : Chart

 Form a circle

 Teacher points to anyone in the circle and saysthe name of a pet.

Eg : Points to Athul and says ‘cat’. Athul has to make the sound of a cat and name a

food item the cat likes.

 Continue the game using dog, goat, cow, squirrel etc.

The teacher consolidates the names of pets and their food in the following table.

PETS FOOD

Dog Fish, Rice, Meat

Teacher can make sentences in the following pattern:

Birds are eating nuts and fruits.

Dogs are eating fish and rice.

Assessment :

 ...........
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Assessment :

 How far can they follow the prosodic features of and ...............  reading?

  Activity 20 - Echo Reading 30 Minutes

 Aim : Encourage students to read with appropriate pace, volume,
pause, fluency and expression.

Language focus : Capture the pace, pitch, and expression to be used while
reading

TLM : .....................

Where is the little bird now?

What is Minu doing now?

Take page number 34.

Come closer to me and sit in a circle.

What is Minu doing?

What is she giving to her little bird?

Let’s hear.

At first teacher read the text to the learners. The learners now say the sentences after

the teacher. The teacher reads the next sentence. The learners repeat after her.

Expectation

 ......
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  Activity 21 - Changing Words 20 Minutes

 Aim : Read the text and find out the differences.

Language focus : Read and comprehend the idea.

TLM : Chart, sentence cards

Ask the learners to sit in a semi-circle.

Teacher shows some sentence cards.

Ask them to read the sentence cards.

Place these sentence cards on the chart paper / BB in the following manner.

 Eat these apples my dear.
 The little bird took the nuts from Minu’s hands.
 Oh, you touch me.
 It is a good name.
 The little bird looked at Minu lovingly.
 My Kitty will be better soon.

Look some words are changed. Let the groups find the changes and correct them as
in the textbook. (Page number 34)

SESSION  4 [2 Hours]

Assessment :

 ...........
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  Activity 22 - Fruit Salad Game 30 Minutes

 Aim : Familiarize natural conversational contexts

Language focus : Engage in conversation without inhibition

TLM : Fruit picture chart.

Mother gives some fruits to Minu and Kitty.

Which fruits do they got? Let’s find.

Let the learners stand in a circle.

Supply chalk pieces to them and let them mark their position by drawing circles.

Can you name some fruits? Teacher lists them on the black board. Teacher selects
first six fruits and assigns a fruit to each learner. When the teacher says the name of
the fruits, learners representing those fruits should change their positions.

Eg : When the teacher says ‘apple’, all apples should change their positions.While
the learner changing their position, teacher can occupy a circle. Then the child,
who does not get a circle to stand,becomes the facilitator at the centre and
calls out the name of fruits. Continue the game.

When teacher calls out “fruit salad” every learner should change their positions.

Assessment :

 Can they engage in the game?
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Assessment :

 Whether the learners could participate in the conversation?

  Activity 24 - Total Physical Response 20 Minutes

Aim : Enact the story through Total Physical Response.

Language focus : Listen to the teacher,visualise the action and present it through
actions.

TLM : Fruit picture chart.

  Activity 23 - Role Play 20 Minutes

 Aim : Respond according to the context.

Language focus : Prepare dialogues.

TLM : Corsebook

Teacher divides them in to 4 member groups. Assign them the characters as Riyas,
Maya, Dinu and Minu (Minu and her friends) in each group. Teacher exhibits the
fruit picture chart contains papaya, pineapple, mango, orange, apple and banana.

Let’s see what did Minu and friends talk.

Take page number 42 of the textbook. Complete the activity and role-plays the
dialogues between Minu and her friends.

Asks them to present the activity number 3 in the form of role-play.

Minu :Riyas , what do you want to eat ?

Riyas : ( I want Papaya and Pineapple.)

Maya : …………………………….

Dinu : …………………………..

Continue the presentation of the groups.
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Invite the learners to the play area. Divide them into pair groups.  One learner is
‘Minu’ and the other is ‘Kitty’. Tell them to act according to the teacher’s narration.

Kitty is sitting on the floor.
She is wet and shivering ….  …..  …Crying too.
Minu goes near kitty.
She touches kitty softly and gently.
Minu takes kitty her home.
She wipes out kitty.
Kitty stops shivering …. Smiling too
Minu gives nuts to kitty
Kitty pecks all the nuts.
Minu gives water to kitty.
Kitty drinks water.
Kitty is growing…
Kittyis flying slowly …. Minu is dancing with happiness.
They are singing and dancing together.
All are happy.

Assessment :

 Observe and identify those who can understand the instructions and act
accordingly.

  Activity 25 - Echo Reading 20 Minutes

Aim : Encourage learners to read with appropriate pace, volume,
pause, fluency and expression.

Language focus : Familiarising features of loud reading.

TLM : ...............

Exhibit the picture given in page No.35 and elicit responses from the learners.

 Who are there in this picture?
 What is the bird/ girl doing?
 What are the changes that kitty have now?
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 What is special about her tail?
 What are the colours that kitty has?
 What are they talking about?
 Will Minu let her go?
 Ok… let’s see the next picture
 Will Kitty go back to her mother?
 Where is Minu and Kitty now?
 What is Minu doing?
 Will Minulet Kitty fly away?
 Elicit predictions at random.
 Ask them to find the answers from the text. (Individual Reading)
 Repeat the questions and elicit their understandings.
 Teacher reads the text in pages 35 and 36 loudly. After reading

teacher asks,
 Did Kitty goaway?
 Why didn’t she leave Minu?

Follow the technique of Echo reading.

Learner’s Reflections

 Which character did you like to do?
 What was the difficult role for you to do?
 Could you understand my narration?

Assessment :

 Assess the oral reading performance of learners using the rubrics.
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Rubrics for Reading Aloud

 Need 
improvement 

Satisfactory Good Excellent 

Phrasing  Reads primarily 
word by word. 
 
 
 

Reads primarily 
in two-word 
phrases with 
some three- or 
four-word 
groupings.  

Reads primarily 
in three- or four-
word phrase 
groups. 
 
 
 

Reads primarily 
in large, 
meaningful 
phrase groups.  
 
 

Expression & 
volume 

Reads in a quiet 
voice as if to get 
words out. The 
reading does not 
sound natural 

Reads in a quiet 
flat voice. 

Reads with 
volume and 
sometimes with 
expression.  
 

Reads with 
varied volume 
and expression 
matching the 
interpretation of 
the passage.  

Pacing  Reads slowly 
and laboriously. 

Reads 
moderately 
slowly. 

Reads fast and 
slow throughout 
reading. 

Reads at a 
conversational 
pace throughout 
the reading. 

 
  Activity 26 - Raingbow/Name your group 40 Minutes

Aim : Understand about colors and the words representing the
rainbow.

Language focus : Understanding of different colours of rainbow and write it.

TLM : Covers, color strips, crayons, paper.

 Do you remember the colour of Kitty?
 Teacher elicits the colour and writes on the black board.
 Have you ever seen such colours in the sky?
 What colorsare therein a rain bow?

Elicit and write the colours as a word web.
 Do you like rainbow?
 Let’s sing a rainbow song now.
 Rain bow song of Text Book.

Organge

Red

Rainbow

Indigo

Blue

GreenYellow

Violet
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 Play the audio/ video of the song using the url given below. ( Play the audio of
the line given in the text only.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUWvv3n42og
 Teacher sings the song once or twice.
 Elicits the lines of the song and write it on the chart or black board.
 Can you draw a rainbow using crayons in your notebook?

Drawing of rainbow in note books and writing down the colours.
Teacher displays packets of colour strips of VIBGYOR. Each strip contains the
word representing its colour on the other side.
Pass the packets to each group. When the teacher blows the whistle, the group
arrange the colour strips in order.
The groups re arranges the strips and exhibit it. Let the activity 1 in the Text Book
page No-39.

Assessment :

 Whether the learners could identify the colours from the clues?

  Activity 27 - Colouring the bird 20 Minutes

Aim : Describe things they see around

Language focus : Simple oral and written descriptions using adjectives on
shape,colour etc.

TLM : Text book.

Our kitty is a beautiful bird now.
She has different colours on her body.
She has colours of a rainbow.
Will you give colours to the bird given in page No.40?
What are the colours you given to the tail?
What are the colours of   wings?
How will be the legs?
What is the colour of its head/beak?
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Interact in this manner and let them colour the picture.
Go to each learnerinteract with them and appreciate them.
Oh, it looks nice.
You have given yellow to the beak… That is beautiful
The eyes are red and small…..Good.
Let them complete the colouring of the picture.
After that tell them to share their pictures with friends. Encourage them to talk freely
about their friend’s pictre.
Oral presentation
Writing a description about their picture.
Process writing. (Individual attempt, refining every one’s writing in groups, teacher
version…)

Rubrics for Assessing Description

 Excellent Good Satisfactory  Need 
Improvement 

Ideas Ideas are clear. 
Describes objects & 
events 
Uses descriptive 
words 

Ideas are clear. 
Describes objects 
and events. 
Only few details 
 

Ideas are not well-
developed. 
Describes objects 
not events. 
More details are 
needed 

Ideas are unclear 
No details. 
 

Sentence Fluency Uses complete 
sentences 
maintains variety 

Uses complete 
sentences , but not 
much variety  
 

Simple sentence 
structure is used 
repeatedly. 

Frequent use of 
sentence fragments 
or run-on sentences 
 

Writing 
Conventions- 

Correct 
capitalization 
,correct spelling& 
correct punctuation 
 

Mostly correct 
spelling, 
punctuationand 
capitalization. 

Some errors in 
punctuation, 
spelling and 
capitalization. 

Frequent errors in 
spelling, 
capitalization and 
punctuation. 
 

 

Assessment :

 How far the learners are able to write correct sentences about the picture?

 Assess the writing using the rubrics.
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  Activity 28 - Singing With The Bird 40 Minutes

Aim : learners listen and read the lines of a song and act them out.

Language focus : Listen, read and engage in singing

TLM : Audio of the song ‘Colour Kites’

Teacher again shows the picture in TB page 37.
Asks interaction questions.
Children are happy. Why?
Yes...Their kites are flying in the sky.
Can you see Minu?
Is she happy or sad?
Yes. She is happy. Why?
Her bird is flying very high
Which is flying higher? The kite or the bird?
Aha… It’s very nice.
Now let’s write a poem about birds.
Teacher makes them 3 or 4 groups.
Ask them to add two or three lines about birds.
They can use the rhythm and pattern of the kite song.
Teacher interacts in each group to elicit the lines.
Group presentation of the song.

Assessment :

 How far the learners are able to follow and sing their own song using the same
words?
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Expected writings in learners ’s notebooks – Individual work
 Picture description
 Conversation between Minu and Riyas
 Conversation between Minu and her mother
 Sentences with the word kite
 Elicited text for each page
 Complete the sentences
 Questions to Kitty
 Charting table which shows the dialogues of Minu and her mother
 Table shows the names of pets and their food items
 Change the sentences as the textbook
 Conversation between Minu, Riyas, Dinu and Maya using speech bubbles
 Add more lines – Colour birds (Group work)
 Missing words
 Picture of rainbow
 Colours of rainbow
 Description about a bird (Kitty)

Things that go to the portfolio

 Pictures of rainbow, bird and kite.

Evidences of learning in the classroom
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  Activity 29 - Stills 30 Minutes

Aim : Visualise the events of a story and enact it.

Language focus : Listen, read and engage in singing

TLM : Read, visualise, enact and describe the scenes from a story

Teacher leads the learners into the play area.
Stand in a circle.
Now we all are the characters of the story.
Fly like a kite.
Now, we are Minu’s friends.
All of you fly your kites.
Learners act likeflying kites.

Oh…its raining ….
Shiver like Kitty

Learners act like shivering in the rain.
We are happy now.
Dance like happy learners .
 Now go back to your position

Teacher divides the learners into 4 or 5 groups.
Which are the major events of the story?

First group may identify the first event.
Similarly, each group identify the major events one by one.
Write the events on a chart/ BB.

Now we are going to prepare the stills of these events.
First group can prepare a still on the first event of the story.
Similarly second group can prepare the second event…
Do rehearsal within your group.

After rehearsal, each group presents their stills.
Other groups assess and comments on the presentation.
Teacher took a photograph of each still and present it before the learners by using
LCD Projector. Groups will get a chance to assess their own performances.
Feedback by the teacher.

SESSION  5  [2 Hours]
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Assessment :

 How far the learners are able to participate in stills?

  Activity 30 - Choral Singing 45 Minutes

Aim : Learners listen and read the lines of song and act them out.

Language focus : Listen read and engage in choral singing.

TLM : Audio of song ‘Colour Kites’.

Teacher plays the audio of the song/ read aloud ‘Colour Kites’ on course book page
No.38.
Listen carefully. Can you say any words from this song?
Play the audio of the song. Elicit lines of the poem and enlist it on the chart.
Play the audio once again.
Teacher and learners sing along with the audio.
Make them into groups having 4-5 members. Groups may give tune to the song.
Performances by the groups.

Assessment :

 How far the learners are able to sing in a chorus?

  Activity 31 - Retelling the Story 45 Minutes

Aim : Sequence the main events in the story and re-tell the story.

Language focus : Re tell the story with their own sentences with expressions.

TLM : Audio of song ‘Colour Kites’.

Divide the class into 4 to 5 groups
Tell them to sit in the group and go through the story again.
Ask them to tell the story given in the first page of the lesson briefly.
Ask questions like:

· What are Minu’s friends doing?
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  Activity 32 - Rearrange the Story 30 Minutes

Aim : Sequence the events of a story using pictures and add sentences
relevant to each picture.

Language focus : Re arrange the events of the story in correct order.

TLM : Picture cards, sentence strips (5 stets).

Teacher divides the learners into 4 or 5 groups.
Distribute a set of picture cards and sentence cards to each group. They should arrange
the pictures to correct order within the group and paste the pictures on the chart.
‘Take the TB and go to page number 45.
Main events of the story is given here as pictures.
Description of the pictures are given in the box.
But they are not in the correct order.
Find out the matching sentence of each picture and write it on the space given.
Write down the events in the notebook too’.
Let them sit in groups and refine their writings.

Assessment :

 How many learners could sequence the events individually?

· Are they happy?
· Why Minu is sitting alone?
· Does Minu have a kite?

In this manner, we can re-tell the story. Go to all pages and do the same.
Tell them to present the story as a chain story.
Let other groups assess the performance.
Tell them to write down the story in the notebook.
Follow the process of writing.

Teacher’s Reflection/ Peer group reflection
· What did you like the most in their re-telling?
· Is their voice clear to you?
· Did they re-tell the story smoothly?
· Do you want to re-tell the story again?
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  Activity 33 - Bird Album        Minutes

Aim : Do a project connected with birds in a group. Describe a bird
based on its features.

Language focus : Names and features of common birds

TLM : Pictures of birds

Teacher narrates the rest of the story
Kitty is flying all above the kites
Minu becomes so happy.
She waves her hands at kitty
She jumps and claps her hands with overjoy
Kitty flew down and sat on Minu’s shoulder
Kitty, let’s have a walk.

Minu walked towards the old grand banyan tree – in which many birds are
living on.

She sat under the tree
They heard the sounds of many birds
Which may be those birds? Can you name them?

Allow the learners to name the birds either in English or in the mother tongue.
Teacher megaphones the names and writes them on the black board.
You may know other bird’s name.
Can you name them?
Teacher develops the list of birds by adding the learner’s responses.
Teacher encourages them to collect the pictures of birds and write their names
under the picture. (Activity given on page no.44)

Assessment :
 How far they are able to describe the features of birds?

Expected writings in learners’s notebooks – Individual work
 Re-told story
 List out the main events in the story

Things that go to the portfolio
 Bird album
 Project on birds


